CLEARING LIMITS ILLUSTRATION

- **Vertical Clearing Limit**
- **Side Clearing Limit**
  - Cut branches to nearest fork or trunk on trees under 3" d.b.h.
- **Saw branches flush with trunk on trees over 3" d.b.h.**
- **Remove branches on opposite side of tree to balance form.**
- **Do not remove herbaceous plants or live brush less than 12" in height and 1/2" in diameter at ground level and which are outside trailway.**
- **Trailbed**
- **Cut stumps between trailbed and clearing limits flush with ground.**
- **Brush extending into the clearing limits over 12" in height and 1/2" in diameter at ground level shall be cut flush with the main stem, at a branch fork, or at ground level if a fork or main stem is nonexistent.**